ASCENSION CLARITY 16E and 16S OPTIONS

**Custom Color**

**Description:** Powder coat color selected by client from full range of supplier's palette.

**Notes:** Brushed stainless parts (door handles, grab bar, hinges, etc.) and plastic parts (operating switches, etc.) retain their standard finishes.

**Two-Way Communication**

**Description:** Hands-free autodialing telephone on lift platform prewired to connection point at base of lift.

**Notes:** Lift location must be supplied with a phone line.

**Universal Keys**

**Description:** Key switches at each operating station permit operation only by users who have been issued the correct key.

**Notes:** Required by code in some jurisdictions. Prohibited by code in other jurisdictions.
Lower Door Operator

**Description:** Opens and closes door automatically at the touch of a button, or when lift arrives at lower landing.

Partial-Height Upper Gate Operator

**Description:** Opens and closes gate automatically at the touch of a button, or when lift arrives at upper landing.

Full Height Upper Landing Enclosure with Dome and Ventilation

**Description:** Extends height of standard Clarity 16E runway enclosure to include a full-height 80” door at upper landing. Top of runway enclosure is covered by a Plexiglas dome to provide shelter from rain and snow. Automatic active ventilation system provided to prevent excessive heat buildup inside enclosure on hot, sunny days.

**Notes:** Typically selected for outdoor lifts. If a full-height runway enclosure is desired for an indoor application where dome and ventilation are not needed, see Full Height Upper Landing Enclosure (without dome/ventilation) package.

Full Height Upper Landing Enclosure (without dome/ventilation)

**Description:** Extends height of standard Clarity 16E runway enclosure to include a full-height 80” door at upper landing.

**Notes:** Typically selected for indoor lifts; top of enclosure is open. If additional protection from the elements is desired, see Full Height Upper Landing Enclosure with Dome and Ventilation option.
Shaftway Package

**Description:** Includes lifting platform, enclosed lifting mechanism, and upper and lower landing entrances (swing style, 1-1/2 hour fire rating available for lower door.) Runway enclosure not provided.

**Notes:** Requires installation in a shaft constructed by others. Contact Ascension for required shaft dimensions.

Same-Side Entry/Exit

**Description:** Entry and exit from the same end of the platform at different levels of a building (similar to a typical passenger elevator). Includes two separately installed entrances (swing style, 1-1/2 hour fire rating available).

**Notes:** Wall opposite entry/exit side must be adequately reinforced to support lifting mechanism.

Hollow Landing Package

**Description:** Color-matched sheet metal covers allow installation where the back of the Clarity machine cabinet will be exposed. A mounting bracket anchors the machine cabinet base to the lower landing floor. Cabinet reinforcement brackets remove need for supporting structure behind machine cabinet, allowing anchoring at upper and lower landing only.

**Notes:** Use when the lift services a balcony or other location with a hollow, unenclosed space under the upper landing.
These Facilities Have Selected the Ascension Clarity Lift

BlackRock Medical, New York, NY

Morris Street Pedestrian Bridge, New York, NY

Woodrow Wilson Academy, Cambridge, MA

Texas Tech Holden Hall, Lubbock, TX